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n recent decades, despite a great deal of both government and
grassroots efforts to clean the Milwaukee River, its environmental
health continues to fall below national averages, proving to be a
wicked challenge for local communities. In 2015, the watershed was
assigned a C- grade by Milwaukee Riverkeeper. Local government,
agencies and groups recognized this as a “wicked problem” with
many facets and complexities.

The goal of the Community Rivers
Program is to “connect rural
communities with their water
resources by providing opportunities

With this in mind, they launched the Community Rivers Program with
the support of IMLS’ Community Catalyst Initiative with the ultimate goal
to “connect rural communities with their water resources by providing
opportunities to inspire, engage, and steward their river basin both in
their communities as well as at Riveredge.”
The journey of Riveredge and the Community Rivers Program is one of
expansive, creative partnership with community through staff moving
beyond providing programming based on staff or institutional priorities
to engaging in intentional and continuous listening to community
in order to learn about, align with, and support the priorities of the
residents, asscciations and organizations.

to inspire, engage, and steward their

EARLY BEGINNINGS

river basin both in their communities

Established in 1968 by the 25 women of the Whitefish Bay Garden’s Club
who hoped only to create a facility for environmental education for the
children of Milwaukee, Riveredge Nature Center now offers surrounding
communities the chance to experience and investigate the natural
environment under the guidance of skilled environmental educators in
its “learning laboratory” of a 379-acre sanctuary.

as well as at Riveredge.”

Out of this context, the idea for the
Community Rivers Project (CRP) was first born
among Riveredge Staff Jessica Jens, Mandie
Zopp and Carly Hintz. The project would
involve partnerships with multiple community
leaders that include education providers in
urban Milwaukee as well as municipalities
in surrounding rural communities within the
Upper Milwaukee River Basin, specifically
the “East and West Branches Milwaukee
River Watershed” and the “Cedar Creek
Watershed.”
From the onset of the CRP, the project
drew strength from Riveredge’s previous
collaborations with local school districts,
researchers, and families. In addition, work
began solidifying new partnerships with local
organizations such as Sweet Water, Milwaukee
Riverkeeper, and the Village of Newburg.
Funding from the Fund for Lake Michigan,
Dutton Foundation, Sweet Water, and Village
of Newburg supported much of this work.
Support from IMLS commenced in October
of 2017 with staff and partner planning
sessions and the ideation of interpretive
exhibits and digital interactive designs to aid
in educating the community around water
education. Design plans were developed
with input from staff and volunteers to
address the communication and learning
needs of a growing audience of families,
teens, and singles interested in connecting
to nature and water resources. The goal is
for the technology and site-based assets to
enhance the programming experience for
CRP participants among others.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES,
ADJUSTMENTS & IMPACT
Project staff had originally envisioned
“community engagement” as providing
community members with programming and
door-to-door engagement. Several months
after the launch of IMLS funding for the CRP,
staff attended a workshop in Asset-Based
Community Development. Originally, staff
reports, “we were accustomed to providing
more prescriptive programming prior to
working with ABCD, but we realized we
needed to listen to what residents were
interested in.”
Following the workshop, staff began holding
learning conversations with community
members. CRP Staff Carly Hintz recalls, “I
started out with people I knew, then branched
out. The real benefit for me was [that] we spent
so much time planning and thinking through
how we’re going to run meetings that . . . I
felt more separate from rather than a part of
the community.” She adds, “it was just a good
opportunity to learn more about Grafton and
what its strengths are, and my perspective
of the village was different going into that
conversation than coming out.”
The conversations also generated more leads.
For instance, one individual recommended
a teacher who worked in the Grafton school
district and had been involved with Riveredge
for some time. Following the conversation, the
teacher invited Riveredge’s interns to teach 5
summer school programs that year.
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“We were accustomed
to more prescriptive
programming prior to
working with ABCD, but as
the team began to work, we
realized we needed to listen
to what residents were
interested in.”

"Community Rivers Program”
JOURNEY MAP
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Where in the journey has the team engaged with the community and/or taken

As Riveredge staff spend time
out in the community, they
realize that part of this work
is about shifting community
preconceptions about who
they are. “Many just think we

are a rural Nature Center for
kids and ‘tree huggers.’” They
find they are able to overcome
this is by “meeting residents
where they are at.”

action with/alongside the community?

How did their work, approaches, and relationships change?
How did their assumptions or perspectives of their communities shift based on what
they learned from ABCD and through working on their projects?
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Shift from deficiency to asset
thinking & realizing we “need
to listen to what residents are
interested
in.”
Community
Engagement is not just providing
programming,
it’s
about
partnerships.
Libraries & museums can be
community centers. Libraries in
smaller communities can and tend
to serve as “community centers,”
disseminating
information
to
residents, hosting discussions and
learning opportunities for little to
no cost.
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As staff begin holding learning conversations in the community, they learn the importance of “Starting with who
NEWS MAGAZINE
3 of
you know”
and the value
connectors.
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Through a door-to-door survey and
engaging with existing community
activiites, staff begins to understand
what residents care about in each
community (run/hike, fish/hunt,
canoe/kayak), alter programming
toward what people actually care
about, & build upon / lend our
resources to support what they’re
already doing.
Illustration by Brittany Curry

To better connect with residents, in
May of 2018 the team brought two fulltime interns onto the project to conduct
a door-to-door survey that summer in
order to understand resident interests in
and desire for watershed education and
planning efforts. Based on their recent
insights, staff revised the process from the
previous summer’s pilot version: interns
were trained to hold learning conversations
rather than surveys at the door and asked
questions informed by asset-based thinking.
The interns met with 228 households across
3 communities to learn what role the river
plays in their community, their preference
on recreational activities, actions they
take to improve overall water quality, and
connections they recommend.
In addition to helping Riveredge
Staff learn resident perspectives and
ideas, the conversations revealed new
opportunities for both interns and
Riveredge to connect and engage in the
communities through individuals, local
associations and other organizations.
Staff efforts to contact these referrals
yielded opportunities for collaboration and
sharing resources with the communities.
The Grafton Summer School invited
Riveredge interns to teach lessons around
water and water quality to five groups of
children in their summer school classes,
with an invitation to return in 2019. A referral
to the Village of Newburg Fire Department
led to an invitation to their June “Fireman’s
Picnic,” where staff partnered to host a 3
hour Kid’s Fishing Derby with 30 children
and their families. Additionally, in May of
2018, Riveredge played a leading role in
hosting a regional Stakeholder Workshop
coordinated
by
the
Environmental

Protection Agency, where they contributed
elements to the agenda which provided
greater opportunity for residents to act as
decision-makers than originally planned.
The Riveredge team also engaged local
organizations through a CRP Advisory Council,
which gained many new members in March
and April in large part due to the connective
efforts of CRP Staff in the community. In March,
staff facilitated an asset-mapping session with
council members, focusing on the various
assets already existing on the village-level in
Grafton, Saukville and Newburg.
Overall, CRP staff have experienced that
their intentional, active engagement with
residents, local associations and organizations
have generated many new and valuable
relationships and opportunities which in
turn have significantly increased Riveredge’s
presence, influence and exchange with
surrounding communities, as summarized:

NEW RELATIONSHIPS
• Residents of Newburg, Grafton & Saukville
communities - Door-to-door surveys have
forged relationships with many individual
residents with a passion for river health and/
or related activities and issues.
• Grafton & Saukville municipalities - both
have representatives on the CRP advisory
committee
• Oscar Grady Library (Saukville) & USS
Memorial Library (Grafton) - will be doing
“story times” in Dec. 2018 and Jan. 2019, in
addition to collaborating on several other
programs/events throughout the year.
• Village of Newburg Fire Department (see
above)
• Grafton Summer School (see above)
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STRENGTHENED RELATIONSHIPS
• Southeastern Wisconsin Watersheds
Trust - visibility of project, intern support,
program support (drain stencils), rep on
CRP advisory council
• Milwaukee Riverkeeper - water quality
testing, kayaking programs, rep on CRP
advisory council
• Ozaukee County - Riveredge has been
asked to “sit at the table” for watershed
and environmental planning efforts;
representative on CRP advisory council.
• Fund for Lake Michigan - funded
landscape work conducted in Village of
Newburg (thanks to Riveredge’s role as a
connector); representative on CRP advisory
council.
• Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources - CRP has been marketed in
several eblasts through their watershed
planning and TMDL implementation eblasts;
a rep is on CRP advisory committee.
• Milwaukee Metro Sewerage District
has asked Riveredge to be the lead
environmental education organization to
help in the creation and implementation
of the Fredonia/Newburg Milwaukee River
watershed plan (2019).
• UW-Milwaukee Masters of Sustainable
Peacebuilding program - Students have
helped to facilitate a CRP advisory council
meeting with plans for more students to
help facilitate 3 community conversations in
April 2019.
• Village of Newburg - has become “one of
our greatest advocates for the CRP, which
wasn’t the case when we started nearly two
years ago.”
• Ozaukee County - has invited Riveredge
to be part of land and water planning
efforts; a rep is on CRP advisory committee.
• Washington County - a rep is on the CRP
advisory committee.

In its first year, the project has achieved the
following goals: Convening stakeholders
(CRP Steering Committee) around regional
watershed planning efforts; begun to
understand what residents care about in
each community (run/hike, fish/hunt, canoe/
kayak) through door to door surveying;
identify community assets; develop a strategy
for connecting and sharing information with
residents (social media); create an ongoing
database of invested individuals.

The biggest hurdle Riveredge has faced
to date has been to overcome community
residents’ preconceptions. “Many just think
we are a rural Nature Center for kids and
‘tree huggers.’” They found they were able to
overcome this is “by ‘meeting residents where
they are at.’ We don’t ‘preach’ environmental
stewardship, we just want residents to get
outside and have fun.”

They also see the need to strengthen the
following:
• More staff time to invest in this work.
“Community engagement takes time. It’s a
relationship building effort that tends to be
time intensive.”
• Establish more partnerships with residentbased associations that have shared
interests/goals.
• Think outside the box about who those
groups are, and continue to ask about
residents’ gifts and talents to identify
connectors.
• Convene a team of community residents
invested in improving water literacy in their
communities with the attitude, “Who are
they? I know they’re out there.”

Going deeper, staff found that much of the
work is “shifting people’s mental models
about the role of Riveredge in community
engagement work.” Rather than just working
to shift how community perceives their
organization, “it’s more about communicating
our vision for CRP and helping people
understand that we are committed to
Other
organizations
are
also
now swimmable / fishable waters and connecting
recognizing Riveredge as a watershed rural residents enough to spend time and Toward their second goal, staff have begun to
educator in the region. “Rather than resources forging partnerships in their connect more intentionally with associations
such as the Defenders Baseball Club and a
‘being a hub for watershed education’ communities.”
local Mom’s club, and to spotlight residents
being a theory, it is coming to fruitionthrough Healthy River Heroes. “We feel that
-internally in programming and telling
connecting with associations will be what
the story, and externally in community FUTURE FOCUS
carries the CRP forward beyond the scope
recognition, especially by institutions and
organizations.” CRP Staff has been invited to As the project continues, Riveredge plans to of the program. While Riveredge intends to
help with education and outreach objectives sustain a focus on regional collaboration on be involved for years to come, the ultimate
set forth in Milwaukee River watershed watershed planning as well a sustained and goal is for residents to feel empowered to
regional planning documents. All Village increasing resident engagement in partnering take ownership of the project. Connecting
of Newburg staff have Community Rivers communities. They will prioritize highlighting on an individual level through Healthy River
Program t-shirts and are proud to wear them. bright spots to promote co-leadership of Heroes help to elevate the good work that
Also, the Village of Newburg has asked that this programs goals and hope to experience individuals are doing to create for healthier,
the CRP have a permanent display in their continued support from municipalities in the swimmable, fishable waters while working
with group associations such as the baseball
new Village Community Center.
form of funding and partnerships.
team builds capacity for larger scale cleanup
The team has also observed real shifts in the
actions of the community as a result of their
engagement. Because of EPA component
and self-assessment, Newburg passed a
new ordinance about yard waste to reduce
phosphorus in the Milwaukee River.

“Connecting on an individual level through
Healthy River Heroes helps to elevate
the good work that individuals are doing
to create for healthier, swimmable,
fishable waters while working with group
associations such as the baseball team builds
capacity for larger scale cleanup efforts.”
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Carly Jo Hintz, Associate Director
of Education, Riveredge Nature Center

IMPACT ON TEAM,
ORGANIZATION & PARTNERS
The process has expanded the staff’s
understanding
of
local
assets
and
opportunities while strengthening core
capacities. Staff says, “Riveredge initially had
an idea for what community engagement
was, but didn’t know a lot about tools and
moving residents through the power ladder
[to be engaged as leaders of action], but
now know a lot more and have more tools
like shared language. [We] feel limited by
LEARNINGS
capacity and not ideas now.” They also report
a “better understanding of who makes up the
Through this year of catalyst work, the
community in Newburg, Saukville, Grafton -organization has shifted the way they see
their interests [and] what they value.”
themselves and their mission, what community
engagement means, and how connection
Staff have made discoveries about the
between engagement and partnerships can
community context and the issue itself. They
lead to more effective programming.
have come to recognize each community
is different with varying interests, needs,
The team’s most significant shift has been to
priorities, social venues/activities, values,
“stop thinking about community deficits”
population
dynamics,
and
historical
and instead “to listen to the community
relationship as it relates to the river--for
residents about what they want and need”
instance, existing partnerships exists around
for their own engagement around their
dam removal in Grafton and Newburg.
local waterways. Regarding community
Additionally, they have learned about
engagement, the team has realized that “it
the watershed planning process and the
is a lot of work! Community Engagement is
importance of all parties taking part in the
not just providing programming, it’s about
process, rather than one group working from
relationships” and being willing to invest the
afar.
time in building them.
Being
stretched
to
do
community
engagement has pushed the team staff to
develop new skills in social media, group
facilitation/meeting
coordination
and
working with federal employees through
EPA process. The project has significantly
changed what makes up the day-to-day of
the team staff. For instance, Mandie Zopp’s
role as project coordinator is to be the “face”
of the CRP to the outside community. Most
meetings she’s attending are offsite and with
partnering organizations, while a lot of time is
also spent marketing CRP programs on social
media platforms. Project lead staff have also
found value in a team approach to managing
program activities with roles as follows:
coordinator, interim coordinator/evaluation,
community and adventure programs, and
external evaluator.
On an organizational level, the team
notes that this process has strengthened
Riveredge to “become more intentional and
systematic about how we strengthen existing
partnerships.” They met with partners 3-4
times throughout the last year while also
creating new partnerships with Oscar Grady
Library, Grafton School District, Newburg
Volunteer Fire Department.
The experience has also built capacity for
Riveredge to be seen among partners as a
watershed hub and a resource for scientific
and best management practices for residents/
homeowners in the upper Milwaukee Region
Watershed.

Additionally, they recognize the need to shift
from “creating programs based on our [staff
team’s] mental models of what a community
‘needs’” to “censusing the communities/
residents themselves to listen and learn
what they are most interested in/concerned
about/dedicated to learning more about.”
Regarding program participation and
relevance to community, they have realized
that “we are only as strong as the relationships
we build AND the marketing of partnering
municipalities and organizations.” They have
also learned the value of seeking feedback
from members on interpretive design and
technology integration, and will continue to
incorporate that into their work.
Regarding ways that libraries and museums
can partner with and support communities,
Riveredge has learned through seeking and
listening to resident perceptions of Riveredge
that libraries in smaller communities can
and often do serve as “community centers,”
disseminating local information to residents
and hosting discussions or learning

opportunities for little to no cost. They have
learned that their membership may think of
them more as a library or museum than staff
may recognize. “Those are places you go to
learn and have fun, and Riveredge actually
fulfills that.”
Connecting this learning to the overall field
of libraries and museums, Riveredge asks:
“How can we view LAMs as ‘third places’-home, work, and then (3) where community
comes together as well as extensions of
our communities? People come not just for
programmatic aspect, but because they bump
into each other and connect with each other.”

To other libraries and museums seeking

to be a community catalyst, Riveredge offers
the following advice:

“Get ready to make some changes! As
an organization Riveredge has adopted
a shifted mind-set in how we focused
our efforts on engaging the community.
We have shifted our perspective
throughout this process to focus
more on people-powered program
design, community partnerships, and
most importantly, looking at what’s
strong and not what’s wrong among a
community.
And lastly, these shifts and changes to
develop relationships and a rapport
take time. This process was certainly not
one that sprouted overnight.”
(Cassie Bauer, Community &
Family Program Manager)

Prepared for the Institute of Museum and Library Services by the DePaul University and ABCD Evaluation Team
in collaboration with Riveredge Nature Center. Photos courtesy of Riveredge Nature Center.

TO LEARN MORE:

Riveredge Nature Center www.riveredgenaturecenter.org
IMLS Community Catalyst Initiative www.imls.gov/cci
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